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Congratulations to the Army’s newest 2nd Lieutenants! On the 14th of December 2018, the Blazer Battalion marked the completion of hard work and dedication spanning years towards the goal of becoming an officer in the United States Army.

The program would like wish 2LT Renay Byrd, 2LT Chordaryus Billingsley, 2LT Issac King, and 2LT Whitney Hudson only the BEST in their future endeavors!
The Blazer Battalion’s Color Guard consists of highly motivated cadets that take pride in the presentation of the national colors at many events.

Secretary of Labor, Mr. Fitzgerald Washington, presents a plaque to our outstanding Color Guard for their performance during the Annual Workforce Summit.
Awards Ceremony

At the end of each year, the Blazer BN holds an awards ceremony to reward the cadets for all of their hard work.

Awards include: highest PT score in the BN, Advanced Camp Graduates, and the Special Forces Association award.

Every cadet worked very hard to achieve many great things over the last year. The Blazer BN is extremely proud of our cadets.
BN Run

This year’s Battalion Run was centered around Veteran’s Day honoring all active and retired military personnel. BN runs are meant to build morale and raise motivation, and this semester’s run hit the mark. Our cadets came motivated, ready to run and call some roaring cadences as they ran through the UAB hospital district, and downtown Birmingham.
Fall FTX

The Fall FTX included Land Navigation to reinforce tactical and leadership training with realistic and “stinging” consequences inherent in small unit tactics. This pushes cadets to use teamwork, and leadership to achieve success in the field.

Cadets trained on the M16 A4 rifle. Training included qualifying on Alt-C and pop-up targets.
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